TPMA'S EQUITY
CHECKLIST

What is equity?
Equity means that everyone gets what they need to truly thrive and achieve what they want to in life,
ensuring that no aspect of identity or experience limits a person’s human rights and opportunities
(Putnam-Walkerly & Russell). Equity is both an outcome—of people experiencing a full range of
opportunity and achievement—and a restorative process of striving toward justice, considering how our
actions may disproportionately impact certain people, righting past wrongs, and proactively seeking out
marginalized people to empower. This differs from equality (giving everyone equal resources, even if
some people need more or less), diversity (having different types of people present, but often with
unequal power), and inclusion (valuing different types of people, but only if they make it into the room).
As you read the rest of this document, notice if you are feeling uncomfortable or resistant, and ask
yourself why you feel that way. Often, that discomfort reflects other feelings, like being overwhelmed,
guilty, or threatened. Thinking deeply about injustice and marginalization can be overwhelming, and we
may also feel guilty that we did not know about these topics earlier. Take your time and focus on the
learning you can do now, and then seek opportunities to discuss these topics with people around you.
Finally, there is no need to feel threatened when learning about marginalized groups because equity
and justice are not pies—more for someone else does not mean less for me! Feelings of discomfort and
resistance are a signal to lean in, be introspective, and learn more rather than pulling away.

Why should we use an equity lens in our work?
Our work at TPMA has life-changing impacts on, very literally, millions of people. Working at TPMA also
gives and reveals some advantages—we have a steady high income, we can work remotely, we have
health insurance, we have gotten an education that allows us to work in a knowledge economy job, we
are perceived as “professional,” etc. These advantages constitute privilege: “a set of unearned benefits
given to people who fit into a specific social group.” Privilege does not mean that we have not worked
hard or experienced difficulty; it means that we have not experienced specific identity-based hardships
(like racism for a white person or poverty for a rich person).
Privilege gives us power to change things for the better. Privilege also inherently means that some
people do not have it, so we can use our privilege-power to make the world better for those people so
they can enjoy the same quality of life we have achieved by being wealthy, educated, white, Englishspeaking, or whichever other types of privilege we may have.
Most of us live, work, and interact with people who share some of the same types of privilege as us, so
this document can be a way for us to consider different experiences we may have never encountered.
When we become aware of the struggles and experiences of people different from us, we become more
empathetic and better equipped to improve more people’s lives.
Utilizing an equity lens in our work at TPMA allows us to better fulfill our mission and vision and will
allow us to produce work that aligns even closer with our values. More equitable work is higher quality,
more ethical, and requires us to consider the community as a whole, rather than only its dominating
characteristics (the largest portion of the population, the loudest voices, or the most wealthy).

When and how should I use
this?
This is a reference document that attempts to be useful and exhaustive*, so
take the time to read this document thoroughly, marking it up with questions,
highlights, and notes as needed. After reading it through carefully, come back
to this document whenever you are:
• Creating proposals, deliverables, and presentations
• Interacting with clients and stakeholders (e.g. during focus groups)
• Making decisions about projects and interactions
Reach out to the DEI committee contacts at the end of this document with any questions that come up—
we want to work together to make TPMA more equitable both internally and externally, so we’re happy to
help!
* This should be a living document, so if you have additions, edits, or clarifying questions, please reach
out to the DEI committee contact(s) from your team and let them know.

What if clients are unsure/uninterested/resistant regarding equitable practices?
Equitable practices are best practices: diverse workplaces produce better work, affordable and accessible
services enable economic and societal processes to run smoothly (e.g. transportation to work), and
allowing racist/sexist/otherwise discriminatory systems to stay in place excludes people who could create
amazing outcomes for themselves and their communities if they were included.
If a client does not seem to be considering equitable practices, we at TPMA should proactively start the
conversation by including an equity analysis as a best practice task within any scope of work, in order to
align with TPMA’s values. This equity analysis would include the questions below, seeking to identify power
dynamics, inclusion/exclusion, and ways to serve more people during the course of a project.
If clients actively push back on equitable practices, have a discussion with your project team and a DEI
committee contact to craft a response. Pushback can come from many different motivations (lack of
awareness, continuing “business as usual,” etc.) and can leverage many different arguments (perceived
difficulty of equitable practices, perceived “reverse discrimination,” lack of funding/time/capacity), so it will
be more effective to work as a team to show the client the many benefits of equitable practices.
Keep in mind that there are both moral and economic arguments for equitable practices and decide how
much of each type to use. Moral arguments include statements like “We should ensure that the program
reflects the demographics of the larger community” and “The problem we’re addressing historically
impacts Black people disproportionately, so focusing on Black participants is the right thing to do.”
Economic arguments include statements like “When Latina women are paid equitably at work, $x million
goes back into the community;” “Black women start businesses at the fastest rate of any demographic
group but are often shut out of primarily white and male venture capital opportunities”
(Sheng, 2020); and “Increasing the proportion of participants from marginalized communities will better
position your organization for diversity-based grants in the future.”

Questions to Review
How might this have a different/better/worse effect on a certain group of people?
Gender identity (who you are): cis/trans/intersex, women, men, nonbinary/genderqueer

▪Definitions

Cis: gender aligns with sex assigned at birth
Trans: gender other than sex assigned at birth, can include beingnonbinary
Intersex: born with sex characteristics that are both male and female ordo not neatly fit those
categories
Nonbinary/genderqueer: gender that is not exclusively feminine ormasculine, or is entirely
outside of those categories (the gender binary)
Gender presentation (what you do): “looking/being” feminine or masculine in dress,body
shape, voice, career, preferences, and other behavior
Sexuality: lesbian, gay, bisexual, pansexual, asexual, queer, Two-Spirit

Definitions
Lesbian: woman attracted to women
Gay: man attracted to men, also an umbrella term like “queer”
Bisexual: attraction to two or more genders
Pansexual: attraction regardless of gender
Asexual: spectrum of no/little sexual attraction
Queer: umbrella term for not being straight (for some this is stillconsidered a homophobic
slur—do not use if unsure)
Two-Spirit: Indigenous person with both a masculine and femininespirit, can refer to gender
and/or sexuality
Race, including multiracial people
Ethnicity, including Indigenous/Native/First Nations people and multiethnic people
Age, both younger and older, avoiding generational stereotypes
Citizenship status and/or nationality, including mixed-status families
(Dis)ability: visible/invisible, physical, mental (avoiding stigmatizing)
Language: literacy level, accent, English language learners, Deaf/hard of hearing people
Religion, including no religion
Education: attainment, quality of resources, type (public/private/religious)
Socioeconomic status: housing status/type, available resources in
thehome/community/school, who is in your network, physical appearance (e.g.
requiring“professional dress”)
Who is included and who is excluded?
Do we need translators?
Is the document/webinar as ADA-accessible as possible (e.g. alt text, captions)?
Have we accounted for childcare, school/childcare pickup schedules, and other barriersfor parents to
participate?

Is transportation available and affordable? Can it be provided at no cost?
Does this time slot interfere with religious holidays (including the Sabbath) or times thatmay be important
to the group we’re talking with (such as manufacturing shifts)?
For Surveys:
Is it/should it be available in multiple languages?
Is it mobile-friendly?
Would it be helpful to offer in paper form? Over the phone?
Is it the appropriate reading level for the population?
Is there jargon that we can replace with more easily understandable phrasing?For physical meetings and
focus groups:
Is the space accessible for people of multiple body shapes, sizes, and abilities?
Consider ramps, handrails, chairs (size, with/without arms), bathrooms(e.g. single occupancy options),
parking, and other physical componentsof the space. Google “universal design” for more ideas!
Who is getting interrupted or ignored? Can you make sure their voice getsheard?
Who is talking the most? The least? Can you make the participation moreequitable through more active
moderation?
Who is making decisions?
Are the decisions unilateral or do they really considerthe voices of the most marginalized or affected
people?
What does the work/recommendation/project assume or rely on?
Who are we assuming is participating? Who is in charge?
Access to:
Internet (fast, reliable)
Computer, smartphone, printer
Transportation (reliable, affordable)
Social capital (people to network with)
Career capital (knowing how to write a resume)
Digital literacy/fluency
Ability (language, physical, mental)

DEI Contacts
Workforce Solutions:
Megan Wagner-Ingram - DEI Coordinator
mingram@tpma-inc.com
Steve Gause (Remote)
sgause@tpma-inc.com

